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iSOLUTIONS IQ

THE UCB  - iSOLUTIONS IQ 
VALUE ADVANTAGE 

The iSolutions IQ Platform’s value 
advantage is bundling iSolutions 
directly with UCB’s extended business 
office solutions allowing our clients to 
recognize the following:

» Presumptive Charity

» Propensity for Payment

» Increased Self-Pay Cash

» Reduction in Statement Costs

This is the intelligent solution you have 
been searching for!

PRESUMPTIVE 
CHARITY
VALIDATION
iSolutions IQ is a byproduct of over 10 years of modeling, testing, 
analysis, verification of data and matrices validation by UCB, Inc. The 
comprehensive suite of tools offered in the iSolutions iQ Platform 
leverages credible data sources, predictive science methodologies 
and healthcare specific inputs to formulate accurate intelligence 
and provide consultative data delivered as a key ingredient of an 
overall Decision Support System. With over 50 years of experience 
providing outsourcing solutions to healthcare providers nationally, 
UCB has leveraged its data repository of over 15 million self‐pay 
accounts to validate the proprietary algorithms which drive the 
iSolutions IQ platform, making it the healthcare industry’s most 
relevant and accurate decisioning tool available today.  

The iSolutions IQ Platform addresses presumptive charity through 
a complex set of algorithms, a flexible decisioning platform, such 
as a hospital sliding scale and easy to use delivery process. The 
iSolutions IQ Platform includes the following modules:

1. Patient ID Validation Module - Verification of patient identity 
can be assessed at any interval in the billing cycle. The Patient 
ID Validation tool Match and Search Logic uses real‐time 
updating and data integration techniques to match each 
patient’s unique historic demographic variables. 

2. Customized Automated Presumptive Charity and Financial 
Assistance - iSolutions iQ provides a customizable charity 
validation model that follows the Federal Poverty Guideline 
and validates estimated household income and the number of 
household dependants against the patient’s full financial profile 
to estimate an accurate representation of the patient’s income. 

3. Maximum Payment Estimator Module - This module 
determines the maximum amount the patient can afford for 
repayment without causing undue financial duress.   

4. Propensity for Payment (PPI) Best Practices and Blended 
Historical Custom Collection Model - The best practices 
propensity for payment collection scoring model evaluates and 
analyzes demographic and credit based data sources in order 
to determine potential collectability of self‐pay accounts. 

5. Red Flag Fraud Indicator - The iSolutions IQ model will identify 
fraudulent or suspicious transaction data and provide an alert 
to notify the user that a possible Red Flag situation is at hand. 
This module will comply with your identity theft mitigation 
policies and procedures.
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UCB is dedicated to ensuring the ethical and compliant operations of every employee and business unit within 
the organization.  We resolve to operate with integrity, candor, and stability and are proud of our continuous 
commitment to ensuring quality on every call, as well as adhering to regulations in an ever-changing industry.
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